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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present UBV RI CCD photometry in the region of two young open star clusters
Basel 4 and NGC 7067 for the first time. Our sample consists of ∼4000 stars down to V ∼
21 mag. Stellar surface density profile indicates that radii of Basel 4 and NGC 7067 are about 1.8
and 3.0 arcmin respectively. The (U − B) versus (B − V) diagrams indicate that the metallicity
of NGC 7067 is solar while that of Basel 4 is Z ∼ 0.008. We estimate the mean value of E(B −
V ) = 0.45 ± 0.05 and 0.75 ± 0.05 mag for Basel 4 and NGC 7067, respectively. The analysis
of 2MASS JHK data in combination with the optical data in both the clusters yields E(J −
K ) = 0.30 ± 0.20 mag and E(V − K ) = 1.60 ± 0.20 mag for Basel 4 while E(J − K ) = 0.40
± 0.20 mag and E(V − K ) = 2.10 ± 0.20 mag for NGC 7067. Furthermore, colour excess
diagrams show a normal interstellar extinction law towards both the clusters.

Using the intrinsic colour–magnitude diagrams of the cluster members, we estimated the
distances of the clusters as 3.0 ± 0.2 and 3.6 ± 0.2 kpc for Basel 4 and NGC 7067, respectively.
By fitting the proper metallicity isochrones to the bright cluster members we estimated the age
of the clusters as 200 ± 50 and 100 ± 25 Myr for Basel 4 and NGC 7067, respectively. The
mass function slopes that are derived by applying the corrections of field star contamination and
data incompleteness are 1.55 ± 0.25 and 1.68 ± 0.47 for Basel 4 and NGC 7067, respectively.
The values of the mass function slope are thus not very different from Salpeter’s value. Mass
segregation is observed in both the clusters, which may be caused by the dynamical evolution
or the imprint of star formation processes or both.

Key words: Hertzsprung–Russell (HR) diagram – stars: luminosity function, mass function
– dust, extinction – open clusters and associations: individual: Basel 4 – open clusters and
associations: individual: NGC 7067.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

Open clusters are ideal objects for the study of the Galactic disc.
The young open clusters are used to determine spiral arm structure,
to investigate the mechanisms of star formation and its recent his-
tory, and to constrain the initial luminosity and mass function in
aggregates of stars etc. For such studies, it is important to know
the basic parameters of the clusters. The colour–magnitude (CM)
and colour–colour (CC) diagrams of an open cluster are valuable
tools for obtaining basic information, such as cluster distance and
age, and for studying interstellar extinction in the directions of both
cluster and stellar evolution. An important aspect for understanding
star formation and stellar evolution is the following question: how
many stars, of which masses, formed or exist in an ensemble of
stars? A function that describes the frequency distribution of stellar
masses is called the stellar mass function. Star clusters are suitable
objects for mass function determination as members formed (more
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or less) at the same time and from the same cloud. In addition to this,
study of mass segregation in open clusters provides a clue about the
spatial distribution of high- and low-mass stars within the clusters.
Generally, it is found that high-mass stars are concentrated towards
the centre of the clusters in comparison to lower mass stars. The
cause of such kinds of distribution is still not well understood, but
might relate to either dynamical evolution or the imprint of star
formation itself.

In the light of above discussions, we conducted UBV RI CCD
stellar photometry in two young open star clusters Basel 4 and
NGC 7067, aiming to investigate the cluster’s basic parameters (e.g.
reddening, distance and age), mass function and mass segregation
etc. The existing basic information on both the clusters is given in
Table 1. The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we summa-
rize the previous studies of Basel 4 and NGC 7067, while Section 3
is dedicated on the observation and data reduction strategies. Sec-
tion 4 deals with the determination of clusters basic parameters as
well as detail study of interstellar extinction, mass function and mass
segregation in the clusters under study. Finally, Section 5 summa-
rizes our findings.
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Table 1. General information about the clusters under study taken from Dias et al. (2002).

Cluster IAU OCL l b Trumpler Radius Distance E(B − V) log(age)
(deg) (deg) class (arcmin) (kpc) (mag) (yrs)

Basel 4 C0545+302 455 179.23 1.20 II 1p 2.5 5.6 0.53 7.0
NGC 7067 C2122+478 208 91.19 −1.67 II 1p 1.5 1.3 0.85 7.5

2 E A R L I E R I N V E S T I G AT I O N S

Basel 4. This cluster was first studied by Svolopoulos (1965) pho-
tographically in the RGU system. According to him the location of
this cluster coincides with spiral arm +III, which could be expected
– if it exists at all – to be at a similar distance. In any case, it is
remarkable that typical representatives of the Galactic disc popula-
tion are located so far out in the direction of the Galactic anticentre.
He classified this cluster as a III 2m. In addition to this, he also
concluded that Basel 4 is 2 × 107 yr old, and has a total apparent
diameter of 6.4 arcmin at a distance of 5.9 kpc. To our knowledge
no other studies have been carried out so far.

NGC 7067. This cluster was first studied by Becker (1963). It is a
poor young open cluster lying in the Cygnus spiral arm. It was again
revisited by Becker (1965) and indicated that the earliest spectral
type of the cluster member is b0.5. He also estimated the cluster an-
gular diameter of 2.1 arcmin, which corresponds to a linear diameter
of 2.6 pc. Hassan (1973) also studied this cluster photoelectrically
and derived a distance of about 4.4 kpc, with E(B − V ) = 0.83 Mag
and age less than 107 yr. Dias et al. (2002) mentioned a distance of
1.3 kpc for this cluster. The distance determination to the cluster is
thus quite uncertain.

3 O P T I C A L O B S E RVAT I O N S
A N D DATA R E D U C T I O N S

3.1 CCD photometric observations

We used CCD imaging to obtain UBV Johnson and RI Cousins
photometry of the stars in the region of the open clusters Basel 4 and
NGC 7067 on 2000 January 02/03 and 2001 Oct 11/12 respectively.
The data were obtained using the 2K × 2K CCD system at the f /13
Cassegrain focus of the 104-cm Sampurnanand telescope of the
State Observatory, Naini Tal. A log of the CCD observations is given
in Table 2. The 0.36 arcsec pixel−1 plate scale resulted in a field of
view of 12.3 × 12.3 arcmin2. The readout noise and gain of the CCD
are 5.3 e− and 10 e− ADU−1 respectively. For accurate photometric
measurements of fainter stars, 2 to 3 deep exposures were taken
in each passband. Furthermore, observations were taken in 2 ×
2 pixel binning mode to improve the signal to noise ratio (S/N). An
identification map of cluster and field regions for both the clusters
is shown in Fig. 1. Besides these clusters, a number of standard
star field were also observed for calibration purposes. We observed
M67 (open cluster) and field PG0231+051 of Landolt (1992) for
calibrating Basel 4 and NGC 7067 respectively. The V mag range
of stars used for calibration is 11–13 mag in M67 and 12–16 mag
in PG0231+051 while the (V − I) colour range is 0.5–1.1 mag in
M67 and−0.5–2.0 in PG0231+051. Thus, the standard stars in these
fields provide a good magnitude and colour coverage, essential to
obtain reliable photometric transformations. The standard field are
also observed in UBV RI at different airmasses to obtain a reliable
estimate of the atmospheric extinction coefficients. For correcting
the bias level to the image, a number of bias frame were taken during
the observations while for the flat-field correction a number of flat
frames were taken on the twilight sky in each filter.

Table 2. Log of CCD observations along with equatorial coordinates for
the epoch 2000.

Region Filter Exposure Time Date
(in seconds)

Basel 4 U 1800 × 2, 300 × 1 2000 Jan 02/03
α2000 = 07h32m00s B 1200 × 2, 180 × 1 ”
δ2000 = +30d12′57′′ V 900 × 2, 120 × 1 ”

R 240 × 3, 60 × 1 ”
I 240 × 3, 60 × 1 ”

NGC 7067 U 1800 × 3, 300 × 2 2001 Oct 11/12
α2000 = 21h24m11s B 1200 × 3, 240 × 2 ”
δ2000 = +48d00′57′′ V 900 × 3, 180 × 2 ”

R 600 × 3, 120 × 2 ”
I 300 × 3, 60 × 2 ”

3.2 Data reduction

The CCD images were processed using the IRAF data reduction pack-
age. Then, for a given filter, frames of the same exposure time were
combined into one, to improve the statistics of the faintest stars. In-
strumental magnitudes were derived through Point Spread Function
(PSF) fitting using DAOPHOT (Stetson 1987) within MIDAS. During
the process of determining the PSF, we used several well-isolated
stars to construct a single PSF for the entire frame on each exposure.
The bright stars were measured on the frames with short exposure
times, as they were saturated in the longer exposure frames.

For transforming the instrumental magnitude to the standard mag-
nitude, the photometric calibration equations are as follows:

u = U + 6.40 ± 0.01 − (0.03 ± 0.02)(U − B) + 0.59X ,

b = B + 4.39 ± 0.01 − (0.02 ± 0.01)(B − V ) + 0.36X ,

v = V + 4.08 ± 0.01 − (0.01 ± 0.01)(B − V ) + 0.23X ,

r = R + 4.00 ± 0.01 − (0.02 ± 0.01)(V − R) + 0.18X ,

i = I + 4.55 ± 0.01 − (0.01 ± 0.02)(R − I ) + 0.13X ,

where U, B, V , R and I are the standard magnitudes and u, b, v,
r and i are the instrumental aperture magnitudes normalized for
1 s of exposure time and X is the airmass. We have ignored the
second-order colour correction terms as they are generally small in
comparison to other errors present in the photometric data reduc-
tion. The errors in zero-point and colour coefficients are estimated
from the deviation of data points from the linear relation and are
∼0.01 mag. Using these transformation equation, we calibrated the
CCD instrumental magnitudes. For generating the local standards,
we selected many well-isolated stars in the observed region and used
the DAOGROW programme for the construction of an aperture growth
curve required for determining the difference between aperture and
profile fitting magnitudes. Table 3 gives the photometric errors as
a function of magnitude. The internal errors estimated in the S/N
ratio of the stars as the output of ALLSTAR mainly produce scatter
in the various CC and CM diagrams of the clusters. It can be seen
that the errors become large (�0.1 mag) for stars fainter than V =
20 mag, so the measurements should be considered unreliable below
this magnitude. The final photometric data are available in electronic
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Figure 1. Identification maps for the cluster and field regions of Basel 4 and NGC 7067. The (X, Y) coordinates are in pixel units corresponding to 0.72 arcsec
on the sky. Direction is indicated in the corresponding map. Filled circles of different sizes represent the brightness of the stars: the smallest size denotes stars
of V ∼21 mag. Open circles having their centre at ’C’ in the map represent the respective cluster size.

Table 3. Internal photometric errors in magnitude as a function of bright-
ness. σ is the standard deviation per observation in magnitude.

Magnitude range σ U σ B σ V σ R σ I

�12.0 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
12.0–13.0 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
13.0–14.0 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
14.0–15.0 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
15.0–16.0 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
16.0–17.0 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02
17.0–18.0 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03
18.0–19.0 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.06
19.0–20.0 0.05 0.09 0.05 0.09 0.08

form at the WEBDA site 1 and also from the authors. The format of
the table is listed in Table 4 for Basel 4 and NGC 7067.

3.3 Comparison with previous photometric study

As mentioned in Section 2, only NGC 7067 has photoelectric data
given by Becker (1965), and we compared our data with these data.
Table 5 presents average differences (in the sense of our values
minus those of other origin) along with their standard deviations.
The difference 
 in V , (B − V) and (U − B) are plotted in Fig. 2.
Table 6 and Fig. 2 indicate that our V magnitudes are systemati-
cally brighter by ∼0.05 mag without any dependence on the stellar
magnitude. The 
(B − V ) values show good agreement with the
photoelectric data, while 
(U − B) show a decreasing trend with
the V mag.

1 http://obswww.unige.ch/webda/

Table 4. CCD relative (X, Y) positions and V , (U − B), (B − V), (V − R) and
(V − I) photometric magnitudes of few stars, as a sample measured in the
region of the cluster Basel 4 and NGC 7067. Stars are numbered in increasing
order of X value. The last column represent the photometric membership
information where m and nm represent the member and non-member stars
respectively.

Star X Y V (U − B) (B − V) (V − R) (V − I) Mem
(pixel) (pixel) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag)

Basel 4
1 1.87 701.86 19.64 ∗ ∗ 0.69 1.61 nm
2 2.01 519.82 18.76 ∗ ∗ 0.40 1.17 nm
3 2.71 790.32 20.66 ∗ ∗ 0.48 1.52 nm
4 2.87 30.33 19.63 ∗ ∗ 0.58 1.21 nm
5 3.34 877.65 20.33 ∗ ∗ 0.33 1.34 nm

NGC 7067
1 1.69 835.80 19.37 ∗ ∗ 0.68 1.61 nm
2 3.47 214.41 19.57 ∗ ∗ 0.83 1.93 nm
3 3.87 116.54 17.60 ∗ ∗ 1.24 2.91 nm
4 3.94 99.46 19.33 ∗ ∗ 0.88 1.87 nm
5 4.01 496.79 20.22 ∗ ∗ 0.78 1.70 nm

3.4 Near-IR data

We have used the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) J(1.25 µm),
H(1.65 µm) and Ks (2.17 µm) data for both clusters Basel 4 and
NGC 7067. 2MASS data are taken from observations with two
highly automated 1.3-m telescopes: one at Mount Hopkins, AZ,
and the other at Cerro Tolalo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO),
Chile. The data are complete up to 16.0 mag in J, 15.5 mag in H
and 15.0 in K s. The uncertainty is 0.155 mag for a star of K s∼
16.5 mag. The K s magnitudes are converted into K magnitude fol-
lowing Persson et al. (1998). 2MASS data are available at the web
site http://www.ipac.caltech.edu/2MASS/.
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Table 5. Comparison of our photometry with Becker (1965) for the cluster NGC 7067. The difference (
) is always in the sense
present minus comparison data. The mean and standard deviations in magnitude are based on N stars. A few deviated points are not
included in the average determination.

Cluster Comparison data V range 〈
V 〉 〈
(B − V )〉 〈
(U − B)〉
Mean±σ (N) Mean±σ (N) Mean±σ (N)

NGC 7067 Becker (1965) <14.0 0.06 ± 0.03(4) −0.10 ± 0.03(4) 0.07 ± 0.14(4)
14.0–15.0 0.06 ± 0.04(11) −0.02 ± 0.02(10) −0.07 ± 0.08(10)
15.0–16.0 −0.07 ± 0.09(14) −0.006 ± 0.04(10) 0.06 ± 0.12(9)
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Figure 2. Comparison of our photometry with photoelectric data of Becker
(1965) for NGC 7067.

Table 6. Frequency distribution of the stars in the V , (V − I) diagram of the
cluster and field regions. NB, NS and NR denote the number of stars in a mag-
nitude bin blueward, along and redward of the cluster sequence respectively.
The number of stars in the field regions are corrected for area differences.
NC (difference between the NS value of cluster and field regions) denotes
the statistically expected number of cluster members in the magnitude bin.

Basel 4 NGC 7067
V range Cluster region Field region Cluster region Field region

NB NS NR NB NS NR NC NB NS NR NB NS NR NC

12–13 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 1
13–14 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 3 1 1 4 1
14–15 0 4 3 0 0 1 4 0 4 11 0 0 6 4
15–16 0 8 5 0 2 3 6 0 3 8 0 1 4 2
16–17 0 11 4 1 5 3 6 0 12 8 0 4 16 8
17–18 0 16 8 4 7 4 9 0 17 11 1 7 19 10
18–19 2 17 5 7 9 2 8 5 35 20 2 17 36 18
19–20 3 22 3 9 9 1 13 18 44 19 10 23 61 21

4 A NA LY S I S O F T H E DATA

4.1 Cluster radius and radial stellar surface density

For a reliable determination of cluster parameters it is essential to
know about the radial extent of the cluster. According to Mermilliod
(1995), Basel 4 and NGC 7067 has a diameter of 5 and 3 arcmin, so
our study covers the entire cluster region. To estimate the cluster ra-
dius, we derive the surface stellar density by performing star counts
in concentric rings around the estimated centre of the cluster, and
then dividing by their respective areas. The centre of the cluster is

determined iteratively by calculating the average X and Y positions
of the stars within 300 pixels from an eye-estimated centre, until they
converged to a constant value. The pixel coordinates of the cluster
centre obtained in this way are (600, 780) and (690, 700) for Basel 4
and NGC 7067 respectively. There may be a few tens of pixels error
in locating the cluster centre. Centre of the clusters are marked by
‘C’ in the identification maps (Fig. 1). The radial density profile and
the corresponding Poisson error bars are depicted in Fig. 3. A clear
radius density gradient present in Basel 4 confirms the existence of
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100 200 300 400
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Figure 3. Radial density profile for Basel 4 and NGC 7067. The length of
the error bar denotes errors resulting from sampling statistics (= 1√

N
where

N is the number of stars used in the density estimation at that point). Dotted
curves represent the fitted profile and arrows represent the level of field star
densities.
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clustering. In NGC 7067 the density profile decreases with radius
slowly up to the limit of the covered region. Following Kaluzny
(1992), we describe the ρ(r ) of an open cluster as

ρ(r ) ∝ f0

1 + (r/rc)2
,

where the cluster core radius rc is the radial distance at which the
value of ρ(r ) becomes half of the central density f 0. We fit this
function to the observed data points in the cluster Basel 4 and use
χ 2 minimization technique to determine rc and other constants. As
can be seen in Fig. 3, the fitting of the function is satisfactory for
Basel 4. Such fitting could not be done in NGC 7067 owing to
large errors in the values of ρ(r ). In the cluster Basel 4, values of
ρ(r ) flatten at larger radii, indicating the level of probable field star
density in the cluster direction shown by arrow in Fig. 3. The field
star density thus obtained is 2.1 × 10−3 pixel−2 for Basel 4. In
the case of NGC 7067, the field star density has been estimated as
0.3 × 10−3 pixel−2 based on the last two data points of its radial
density profile in Fig. 3. The radius at which the value of ρ becomes
approximately equal to the field star density has been considered as
the cluster radius. The values determined in this way are 1.8 and
3.0 arcmin for Basel 4 and NGC 7067 respectively. Present radius
estimates are lower, with the value listed in Table 1 for Basel 4 while
in the case of NGC 7067 our estimated value is larger (see Table 1).

As the observed area is much larger than the cluster area, we have
considered stars having more than 2.5 and 1.6 cluster radius as field
stars for the cluster Basel 4 and NGC 7067 respectively (see Fig. 1).
The areas of the field regions are 4.2 × 105 and 3.1 × 105 pixel2

for the cluster Basel 4 and NGC 7067 respectively. For Basel 4,
the closest boundary of the field region is about 4.5 arcmin away
from the cluster centre in the west direction while for NGC 7067,
it is about 5.0 arcmin away in the north direction. For the further
analysis we have considered the stars laying within cluster radius.

4.2 Apparent CM diagrams of the cluster regions

The apparent CM diagrams of Basel 4 and NGC 7067 for the stars
present within the cluster radius are shown in Fig. 4. The detection
in the U filter is not as deep as in BVRI because of the low quantum
efficiency of the CCD detector in U region. So, there are large num-
ber of stars without any U measurements. A well-defined cluster MS
contaminated by field stars is clearly visible in the CM diagrams of
Basel 4 while in NGC 7067 the MS is not so well populated because
of the poorness of the cluster. In the cluster NGC 7067, the stars on
the red side of the MS appear to form a sequence parallel to the MS
and that can be ascribed owing to Galactic disc field stars. The field
star contamination increases with decreasing brightness. The cluster
sequence fainter than V ∼ 16 mag in Basel 4 and V ∼ 18 mag in
NGC 7067 have larger scatter. This may be caused by photometric
errors as well as field star contamination. It is difficult to separate
field stars from the cluster members. For the separation of cluster
members from the field stars, precise proper motion and/or radial
velocity measurements of these stars are required. In the absence of
such data for these clusters, we selected members by defining the
binary sequence. It has been defined by shifting the blue envelope
by 0.8 mag vertically, which is shown in the CM diagrams of the
clusters. Some stars, in spite of their ambiguous positions, could not
definitively be rejected as likely cluster members. From the V , (V −
I) diagram of the field region, the statistically expected number of
field stars among the photometric cluster members has been given
in Table 6. The frequency distribution of the field star contamina-
tion in different part of the CM diagram can be estimated from the

Table 6. It is thus clear that all photometric probable members can-
not be cluster members and non-members should be subtracted in
the studies of cluster MF etc. However, probable members located
within a cluster radius from its centre can be used to determine the
cluster parameters, as they have relatively less field star contamina-
tion and this has been done in the sections to follow.

4.3 Interstellar extinction towards the clusters

Fig. 5 shows the (U − B) versus (B − V) diagrams for determining
the interstellar extinction using the probable cluster members. We
fit the intrinsic zero-age main-sequence (ZAMS) given by Schmidt-
Kaler (1982) valid for stars of luminosity class V to the MS stars of
spectral type earlier than A0 assuming the slope of reddening E(U
− B)/E(B − V ) as 0.72.

In the cluster Basel 4, the ZAMS given by Schmidt-Kaler (1982)
does not fit well for the stars of spectral type A, F and G. Excess in
(U − B) colour is clearly visible for the stars of (B − V ) > 0.50 mag.
This indicates that the cluster is metal-deficient. The UV excess δ(U
− B) determined with respect to Hyades MS turns out to be ∼0.1
mag. Using the [Fe/H] versus δ(U − B) relation of Carney (1979)
we estimated [Fe/H] ∼ − 0.35 which correspond to Z ∼ 0.008. To
estimating the reddening in the direction of this cluster we therefore
fitted the ZAMS given by Schaerer et al. (1993) for Z = 0.008 which
is shown by short-dashed lines in the two-colour diagram of Basel 4.
The ZAMS of Z = 0.008 fits nicely and provides the reddening E(B
− V ) = 0.45 ± 0.05 for this cluster, which is in agreement with the
earlier findings (see Table 1).

Unlike Basel 4, in the cluster NGC 7067, ZAMS given by
Schmidt-Kaler (1982) for the solar metallicity fits both early- and
late-type stars. The fitted values of E(B − V) vary from 0.70 to
0.80 mag. The mean value is E(B − V ) = 0.75 ± 0.05 mag. Our
mean reddening estimate for the imaged region agree fairly well
with values estimated earlier by others (see Table 1).

We investigate the nature of interstellar extinction law towards
the clusters, by considering the stars having spectral type earlier
than A0. This has been selected from their position in the (U −
B) versus (B − V) and apparent CM diagrams which reveals that
bright stars with V < 16.0 mag and (B − V ) < 0.60 mag in Basel 4
and with V < 16.5 mag and (B − V ) < 0.75 mag in NGC 7067 are
required stars. The number of such stars are 11 and 12 in Basel 4 and
NGC 7067 respectively. The intrinsic colours for these stars have
been determined using UBV photometric Q method (cf. Johnson &
Morgan 1953; Sagar & Joshi 1979) and the calibrations given by
Caldwell et al. (1993) for (U − B)0, (V − R)0 and (V − I)0 with (B
− V)0. The mean values of the colour excess ratios derived in this
way are listed in Table 7 for both the clusters. They indicate that the
law of interstellar extinction in the direction of the clusters under
discussion is normal.

4.3.1 Interstellar extinction in near-IR

By using the optical and infrared data, we estimated the interstellar
extinction for both clusters under study. There are 65 and 44 common
stars in the cluster Basel 4 and NGC 7067 within the cluster radius
respectively. Fig. 6 shows the (J − K) versus (V − K) diagrams
and fit a ZAMS for metallicity Z = 0.008 taken from Schaerer et al.
(1993) in the cluster Basel 4 and Z = 0.02 taken from Schaller
et al. (1992) in the cluster NGC 7067. This gives E(J − K ) = 0.30 ±
0.20 mag and E(V − K ) = 1.60 ± 0.20 mag for the cluster Basel 4
and E(J − K ) = 0.40 ± 0.20 mag and E(V − K ) = 2.10 ± 0.20 mag

C© 2004 RAS, MNRAS 349, 1481–1492
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Figure 4. The V , (U − B); V , (B − V) and V , (V − I) diagrams for the stars observed by us in the Basel 4 and NGC 7067 cluster regions and V , (V − I) CM
diagrams of the corresponding field regions. Solid lines represent the blue and red envelope of the cluster MS. The red envelope is determined by shifting the
blue envelope vertically by 0.80 mag.

for the cluster NGC 7067. For both clusters the ratio E(J−K )
E(V −K ) ∼

0.20 ± 0.30 is in good agreement with the normal interstellar ex-
tinction value 0.19 suggested by Cardelli et al. (1989). However,
scattering is larger owing to the error size in JHK data.

4.3.2 The law of interstellar extinction

We used the colour excess ratio method described by Johnson (1968)
for the study of interstellar extinction law in the direction of both
clusters under study. For this we used the stars of spectral type
earlier than A0. We determined the colour excesses by comparing
the observed colours of the stars with its intrinsic colours derived
from the MKK spectral type–luminosity class colour relation given
by FitzGerald (1970) for (U − V) and (B − V); by Johnson (1966) for

(V − R) and (V − I); and by Koornneef (1983) for (V − J), (V − H)
and (V − K). For normalization, we selected the E(V − J) colour
excess for reasons described in Yadav & Sagar (2002). In Fig. 7 we
plot the colour excess E(U − B), E(B − V), E(V − R), E(V − I), E(V
− H) and E(V − K) against E(V − J). In this figure, the straight line
represents the least-squares linear fit to the data points. The values of
correlation coefficient (r) and fit indicate that the data points are well
represented by linear relation. The slopes of these straight lines as
given in Table 8 represent reddening directions in the form of colour
excess ratios. For comparison, the colour excess ratios given by
Cardelli et al. (1989) for the normal interstellar matter are also listed
in Table 8. The present reddening directions agree well with those.

In addition to this we have also estimated the value of R, in order
to know more about the nature of the interstellar extinction law in
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Figure 5. The (U − B) versus (B − V) diagrams of the stars in the cluster
region for Basel 4 and NGC 7067. Stars considered as non-members in Fig. 4
are shown as open circles. The arrow represents slope 0.72 and the direction
of the reddening vector. The solid curve represents the locus of Schmidt-
Kaler’s (1982) ZAMS fitted for the marked values of colour excesses. The
curve shown by short-dashed lines in Bessel 4 is the ZAMS given by Schaerer
et al. (1993) for Z = 0.008.

the direction of the clusters under study. We used the relation R =
1.1E(V − K )/E(B − V ) (Whittet & van Breda 1980), which is
generally used at longer wavelengths. The average values of R =
3.51 ± 0.30 (sd) and 3.04 ± 0.22 (sd) for Basel 4 and NGC 7067
respectively are not too different from the value 3.1 for a normal
extinction law.

In the light of the above analysis, we conclude that the interstellar
extinction law is normal towards both Basel 4 and NGC 7067, in
agreement with our earlier result.

Table 7. A comparison of the colour excess ratios with E(B − V) for
both star clusters with the corresponding values for the normal interstellar
extinction law given by Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis (1989).

Objects E(U−B)
E(B−V )

E(V −R)
E(B−V )

E(V −I )
E(B−V )

Normal interstellar 0.72 0.65 1.25
Basel 4 0.71 ± 0.05 0.68 ± 0.04 1.33 ± 0.10
NGC 7067 0.69 ± 0.04 0.56 ± 0.02 1.33 ± 0.08

2 3 4

 0.4

 0.8

 1.2

(V-K)

Basel 4

2 3

NGC 7067

Figure 6. The (J − K) versus (V − K) colour–colour diagram of all the
stars that are common in V and JHK data within the cluster radius for the
cluster Basel 4 and NGC 7067. The solid line is a ZAMS fitted for the marked
values of colour excesses. Dashed lines show the error bar.

4.3.3 Near-IR excess fluxes

An infrared excess is produced by the stars which have their own
envelope of gas and dust. To investigate the near-IR flux in the stars
of the clusters under study, we plotted 
(V − H ) and 
(V − K )
against E(V − J) in Fig. 8. The differences between the observed
colour excess in (V − H) and (V − K) based on spectral classi-
fication and the derived colour excess from E(V − J) assuming a
normal extinction law are calculated. The differences can be consid-
ered statistically significant only if their absolute values are larger
than ∼0.5 mag. The short-dashed lines in Fig. 8 represent the extent
of expected errors. Observational uncertainties in JHK magnitudes,
inaccuracies in estimation of E(V − J) and errors in spectral classi-
fication may play major role in the determination of differences. An
inspection of Fig. 8 shows that the absolute values of 
(V − H )
and 
(V − K ) are close to zero for all the members. This indicates
that there is no signature of near-IR excess fluxes.

4.4 Distance to the clusters

The ZAMS fitting procedure was employed to derive the distances
of the clusters. Fig. 9 shows the intrinsic CM diagrams for Basel 4
and NGC 7067 which is plotted by considering the probable cluster
members. For converting apparent V magnitude and (U − B), (B −
V), (V − R) and (V − I) colours into intrinsic one, we used average
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Figure 7. The plot of E(U − B), E(B − V), E(V − R) E(V − I), E(V −
H) and (V − K) against E(V − J) for Basel 4 and NGC 7067. The solid line
in each diagram represents the least-squares linear fit to the data points. The
values of correlation coefficients are shown in the diagram.

Table 8. A comparison of extinction law in the direction of Basel 4 and NGC 7067 with normal extinction law given by Cardelli et al.
(1989).

Objects E(U−B)
E(V −J )

E(B−V )
E(V −J )

E(V −R)
E(V −J )

E(V −I )
E(V −J )

E(V −H )
E(V −J )

E(V −K )
E(V −J )

E(J−K )
E(V −K )

Normal value 0.32 0.43 0.27 0.56 1.13 1.21 0.19
Basel 4 0.26 ± 0.02 0.36 ± 0.02 0.25 ± 0.02 0.49 ± 0.05 1.16 ±0.04 1.24 ± 0.04 0.20 ± 0.30
NGC 7067 0.30 ± 0.01 0.43 ± 0.02 0.24 ± 0.08 0.57 ± 0.03 1.17 ±0.03 1.22 ± 0.05 0.20 ± 0.30
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Figure 8. Plots of near-IR flux excess/deficiency in terms of 
(V − H )
and 
(V − K ) against the colour excess E(V − J) for Basel 4 and NGC
7067. The horizontal dotted lines denote zero excess. The short-dashed lines
denote the extent of the expected errors.

values of E(B − V) and found the following relations for E(U −
B)(cf. Kamp 1974; Sagar & Joshi 1979), Av and E(V − I) (Walker
1987) and E(V − R) (Alcalá & Ferro 1988):

E(U − B) = [X + 0.05E(B − V )]E(B − V ),

where X = 0.62 − 0.3(B − V )0 for (B − V )0 < −0.09
and X = 0.66 + 0.08(B − V )0 for (B − V )0 > −0.09.

Av = [3.06 + 0.25(B − V )0 + 0.05E(B − V )]E(B − V )

and E(V − R) = [E1 + E2E(B − V )]E(B − V )
where E1 = 0.6316 + 0.0713(B − V )0

and E2 = 0.0362 + 0.0078(B − V )0;

E(V − I ) = 1.25[1 + 0.06(B − V )0 + 0.014E(B − V )]E(B − V ).

The ZAMS for Z = 0.008 is plotted in V 0, (U − B)0; V 0, (B − V)0;
V 0, (V − R)0 and V 0, (V − I)0 diagrams of Basel 4 are taken
from Schaerer et al. (1993). In V 0, (U − B)0 and V 0, (B − V)0

diagrams of NGC 7067, we fitted the solar metallicity ZAMS given
by Schmidt-Kaler (1982) while that given by Walker (1985) was
fitted in the V 0, (V − I)0 diagram. For V 0, (V − R)0 diagram, we
have calculated (V − R)0 using its relation with (B − V)0 given by
Caldwell et al. (1993). The good fitting of the ZAMS to the intrinsic
CM diagrams was achieved for a distance modulus (m − M)0 as 12.4
± 0.2 and 12.8 ± 0.2 mag for Basel 4 and NGC 7067 respectively.
The corresponding distances are 3.0 ± 0.2 and 3.6 ± 0.2 kpc. The
fact that we were able to find faint probable cluster members allows
us to get a better definition of the cluster lower main sequence,
which in turn improves the estimation of the distances. The distance
of the cluster Basel 4 is estimated as 3.0 ± 0.2 kpc, which is smaller
than the value 5.6 kpc given by Svolopoulos (1965) based on RGU
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Figure 9. The V 0, (U − B)0; V 0, (B − V)0; V 0, (V − R)0 and V 0, (V − I)0 diagrams for stars of the Basel 4 and NGC 7067. The continuous curves, ZAMS
fitted to the MS and dotted curves are the isochrones for Z = 0.008 stars of log(age) = 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4 for Basel 4 and Z = 0.02 stars of log(age) = 7.9, 8.0
and 8.1 for NGC 7067.

photographic photometry. We derived 3.6 ± 0.2 kpc distance for the
cluster NGC 7067, which is also the value given by Lyngå (1987).
The distance of this cluster is 1.3 kpc given in the catalogue of Dias
et al. (2002), which is much smaller than the value estimated by us.

4.5 Ages of the clusters

The ages of the clusters are determined with the aid of the isochrones
in the intrinsic CM diagrams (Fig. 9) of Z = 0.008 taken from
Schaerer et al. (1993) for Basel 4 and Z = 0.02 taken from Schaller
et al. (1992) for NGC 7067. The isochrones are computed by con-
sidering the mass loss and convective core overshooting. By fitting
the isochrones to the cluster upper sequence of Fig. 9, we found
age of 200 ± 50 and 100 ± 25 Myr for Basel 4 and NGC 7067
respectively. For the clusters Basel 4 and NGC 7067, our estimated
values are larger than the values given in Lyngå (1987) and Dias
et al. (2002) catalogues.

Using the optical as well as near-IR data, we redetermined the
distance and age of both the clusters. Fig. 10 represents V vs (V −
K) and K vs (J − K) CM diagrams. We have fitted the theoret-
ical isochrones given by Schaerer et al. (1993) (Z = 0.008) of
log(age) = 8.3 for Basel 4 and by Schaller et al. (1992) (Z = 0.02)
of log(age) = 8.0 for NGC 7067. The apparent distance moduli

(m − M)V,(V−K) and (m − M)K,(J−K) turn out to be 13.9 ± 0.3 and
12.5 ± 0.3 mag for Basel 4 and 15.0 ± 0.3 and 13.0 ± 0.3 mag
for NGC 7067 respectively. By using the reddening estimated in the
previous section we derive a distance of 3.1 ± 0.2 and 3.7 ± 0.2
kpc for Basel 4 and NGC 7067 respectively. Both age and distance
determination for both the clusters are thus in agreement with our
earlier estimates. However, the scatter is larger because of the larger
errors on the JHK magnitudes.

4.6 Luminosity and mass function of the clusters

Since, our first aim is to derive the luminosity function from star
counts then it is necessary to draw our attention on the completeness
of the derived star list. Owing to the stellar crowding on the CCD
frame and efficiency of the data reduction programmes, not all the
stars of the frame may be detected. For deriving the completeness
factor (CF) we used the V versus (V − I) CM diagram instead of
others because it is deepest. The detailed procedure for deriving the
CF is given below.

4.6.1 Determination of photometric completeness

To know about the completeness of our photometric data, we per-
formed experiments with artificial stars using the ADDSTAR routine
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Figure 10. The K, (J − K) and V , (V − K) diagrams of the sample stars in
the cluster Basel 4 and NGC 7067.

in DAOPHOT II. In this experiment a number of stars are added ran-
domly in different magnitude bin to the CCD original V frame. For
the I-band image the added stars have same geometrical positions
but differ in I brightness according to the mean (V − I) colour of
the MS stars. In order to avoid overcrowding of the images by the
additional stars, we added only 10 per cent of the number of stars
actually detected. The luminosity distribution of the artificial stars
has been chosen in such a way that more stars are inserted into the
fainter magnitude bins. The photometric routines are run on these
images with the same set of parameters as for the original images,
and determined the number of the ad stars that are found. We es-
timated the CF as the ratio between the number of artificial stars
recovered simultaneously in the V and I passbands and the number
of added stars per one-magnitude bin. Table 9 lists the CF values
for both clusters under study in the V-band image. For determining
the CF, a number of methods have been described by various au-
thors (cf. Stetson 1987; Mateo 1988; Sagar & Richtler 1991; Banks,

Table 9. Variation of completeness factor (CF)
in the V , (V − I) diagram with the MS brightness
in both clusters.

V mag range Basel 4 NGC 7067

13–14 0.98 0.99
14–15 0.98 0.99
15–16 0.97 0.98
16–17 0.94 0.95
17–18 0.92 0.93
18–19 0.90 0.91
19–20 0.87 0.89

Dodd & Sullivan 1995) in a CM diagram. We adopted the procedure
of Sagar & Richtler (1991) as this method recovered the actual LF
better with a mean error of 3 per cent up to CF > 0.5 (Mateo 1988).

4.6.2 Determination of mass function

To construct the luminosity and mass function of the clusters we
need to correct the luminosity distribution of our selected sample for
field star contamination. To quantify the contamination we adopted
the criterion described in Section 4.2. In the V , (V − I) CM diagram
we defined a strip for the MS of the cluster region, and the same
strip was also drawn in the CM diagram of the corresponding field
region as shown in Fig. 4. Further, we determined the number of
stars belonging to the strip in the cluster region as well as in the
field region in each magnitude bin. In this way we can estimate the
number of field stars present in various magnitude bins of the cluster
region. The observed LFs of the cluster and field regions were also
corrected for data incompleteness as well as for differences in area.
The true LF for the cluster was obtained by subtracting the observed
LF of the field region from the observed LF of the cluster region.
The MF slope has been derived from the mass distribution ξ (M).
If dN represents the number of stars in a mass bin dM with central
mass M, then the value of slope x is determined from the linear
relation

log
dN

dM
= −(1 + x) × log(M) + constant

using the least-squares solution. The Salpeter (1955) value for the
slope of MF is x = 1.35.

Theoretical models by Schaller et al. (1992) for NGC 7067 and by
Schaerer et al. (1993) for Basel 4, along with the cluster parameters
derived by us, have been used to convert the observed luminosity
function to the mass function. The plot of MFs of Basel 4 and NGC
7067 is shown in Fig. 11. The value of the MF slope along with
the mass range and error are given in Table 10, where the quoted
errors are derived from the linear least-squares fit to the data points.
Our estimated value of MF slope x is in agreement with the Salpeter
(1955) value within the error for both the clusters. However, the error
in MF slope is large owing to poor statistics of cluster members.

4.7 Mass segregation

In order to investigate the cluster dynamical evolution and mass
segregation effect owing to energy equipartition, we subdivided the
stars into three mass ranges: 3.5 � M� < 2.0, 2.0 � M� < 1.0 and
M� < 1.0 for Basel 4 and 4.5 � M� < 2.5, 2.5 � M� < 1.0 and
M� < 1.0 for NGC 7067. In Fig. 12 we present cumulative radial
stellar distribution of stars for different masses. An inspection of
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Figure 11. The plot shows the mass functions derived using theoretical
models of Schaerer et al. (1993) for Basel 4 and of Schaller et al. (1992) for
NGC 7067.

Table 10. The slope of the mass function derived from
the LF along with relaxation time TE .

cluster Mass range Mass Function slope log TE

M� (x)

Basel 4 0.8–3.5 1.55 ± 0.25 7.0
NGC 7067 0.9–4.5 1.68 ± 0.47 7.1

Fig. 12 shows that both the clusters show a mass segregation effect.
To check whether these mass distributions represent the same kind
of distribution or not we perform the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S)
test. This test shows that mass segregation has taken place at a
confidence level of 65 per cent for Basel 4 and 70 per cent for
NGC 7067. Further, it is important to know whether existing mass
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Figure 12. Cumulative radial distribution of stars in different mass ranges
for Basel 4 and NGC 7067.

segregation is caused by dynamical evolution or the imprint of the
star formation process.

One of the possible causes of mass segregation is the dynamical
evolution of clusters. Over the lifetime of a star cluster, encoun-
ters between its member stars gradually lead to an increased degree
of energy equipartition throughout the cluster. The most important
result of this process is that the higher-mass cluster members grad-
ually sink towards the cluster centre and in the process transfer their
kinetic energy to the more numerous lower-mass stellar component,
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thus leading to mass segregation. The time-scale on which a cluster
will have lost all traces of its initial conditions is well represented
by its relaxation time TE. It is given by

TE = 8.9 × 105 N 1/2 R3/2
h

〈m〉1/2 log(0.4N )
,

where N is the number of cluster members, Rh is the radius con-
taining half of the cluster mass and 〈m〉 is the mean mass of the
cluster stars (cf. Spitzer & Hart 1971). The number of probable MS
stars is estimated using the CM diagrams of the clusters after sub-
tracting the contribution from field stars and applying the necessary
corrections for the data incompleteness. For determining the Rh, we
assume that the Rh is equal to half of the cluster radius estimated by
us. The angular values are converted to linear values using the clus-
ter distances which are derived here. Inclusion of cluster members
fainter than the limiting V magnitude will decrease the value of 〈m〉
and increase the value of N. This will result in higher values of TE.
Hence the TE values obtained here may be considered as the lower
limit.

A comparison of cluster age with its relaxation time indicates that
the relaxation time is smaller than the age of the clusters. Thus we
can conclude that the clusters under study are dynamically relaxed.
It may be the result of dynamical evolution or the imprint of star
formation processes or both.

5 C O N C L U S I O N S

In this paper we have presented CCD UBV RI photometry for the
stars in the fields of open clusters Basel 4 and NGC 7067 for the first
time. Using present CCD data in combination with 2MASS data we
derive the following results.

(i) Using the (U − B) versus (B − V) colour–colour diagram, we
determine the cluster metallicity Z ∼ 0.008 and 0.02 for Basel 4 and
NGC 7067 respectively. The corresponding mean value of E(B −
V ) = 0.45 ± 0.05 mag and 0.75 ± 0.05 mag respectively. Interstellar
extinction law has also been studied, using optical as well as near-
IR data, and we found that it is normal in the direction of both the
clusters. The colour–colour diagram gives the colour excess E(J
− K ) = 0.30 ± 0.20 mag and E(V − K ) = 1.60 ± 0.20 mag for
Basel 4 and E(J − K ) = 0.40 ± 0.20 mag and E(V − K ) = 2.10
± 0.20 mag for NGC 7067.

(ii) Basel 4 and NGC 7067 are located at a distance of 3.0 ± 0.2
and 3.6 ± 0.2 kpc respectively. The corresponding ages are 200 ±
50 and 100 ± 25 Myr respectively. They are determined by fitting
the isochrones of Schaerer et al. (1993) for Z = 0.008 in Basel 4
and of Schaller et al. (1992) for Z = 0.02 in NGC 7067. Using
the 2MASS data we also derived the distance and age of both the
clusters, and they are in agreement with those derived using optical
data.

(iii) The radial density profiles show that the radius of Basel 4
and NGC 7067 are 1.8 and 3.0 arcmin respectively, which indicate
that the clusters under study are compact. At the cluster distance,
they correspond to linear radius of ∼1.6 and 3.2 pc respectively.

(iv) The values of MF slope are 1.55 ± 0.25 and 1.68 ±
0.47 for Basel 4 and NGC 7067 respectively. They are deter-
mined by applying the corrections of data incompleteness and field

star contamination and are in agreement with the Salpeter (1955)
value.

(v) Mass segregation is observed in both Basel 4 and NGC 7067
in the sense that massive stars tend to lie near the cluster centre.
The dynamical relaxation time indicates that both the clusters are
dynamically relaxed. Thus mass segregation might have occurred
owing to dynamical evolution, the imprint of star formation or both.
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